Dentons HPRP continually ranked by leading publications
as an outstanding law firm with highly regarded lawyers

October 15, 2021
Dentons HPRP is proud to share that the firm has continued to rank as an Outstanding Law Firm and a Highly
Recommended Law Firm for several practices and sectors in Asialaw Profile 2022. It is the 6th consecutive year that
the publication has acknowledged Dentons HPRP for its outstanding expertise in every aspect of the aviation and
shipping industry.
Asialaw also ranked Dentons HPRP as a highly recommended law firm for other industry sectors and practice areas:
Technology & Telecommunications, Banking & Financial Services, Infrastructure, Banking & Finance, Corporate and
M&A, Construction, as well as Labour and Employment.
Dentons HPRP is also pleased to share that Asialaw has recognized the Partners of Dentons HPRP as Distinguished
Practitioners for their expertise:Al Hakim Hanafiah, in Corporate and M&A practices, Andre Rahadian, in Banking
and Finance practices; Chadri Jurnalis, in Banking and Finance practices. In addition to that, Giovanni Mofsol
Muhammad is recognized as a Notable Practitioner in Corporate and M&A practice in Energy.
Another leading publication, IFLR1000 also has recognized five Dentons HPRP lawyers as Highly Regarded in
acknowledgement of their standout performance. The highly regarded lawyers are Al Hakim Hanafiah for the Banking
and Project Finance practices; Fabiola Hutagalung for M&A practice; Giovanni Mofsol Muhammad for Project
Finance practice; Fabian Buddy Pascoal for M&A practice; and Andre Rahadian for the Capital Markets, Energy and
Infrastructure, Project Development, Banking, and Project Finance practices in the Energy, Transport, Oil and Gas
industries. In addition to that, Chadri Jurnalis, Maurice Maulana Situmorang, and Erwin Winenda are recognized as
Notable Practitioners for the Banking, Corporate, and Capital Markets practices respectively.
Both Asialaw and IFLR1000 are leading publications that publish comprehensive information as well as rankings
analysis of the leading law firms. Their research process is extensive and widely respected, involving practitioners
and clients to build up a clear picture of the market

About Dentons
Dentons is the world's largest law firm, connecting top-tier talent to the world's challenges and opportunities with
20,000 professionals including 12,000 lawyers, in more than 200 locations, in more than 80 countries. Dentons'
polycentric and purpose-driven approach, commitment to inclusion and diversity, and award-winning client service
challenge the status quo to advance client interests. www.dentons.com
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